Hancock
Hancock is a summer blockbuster staring Will Smith as a depressed drunk who just
happens to have superpowers, which he uses to “save” the city, although he usually racks
up a considerable damage toll. However after he meets a man in the PR business named
Ray Embry who is committed to changing the world, Hancock agrees to go to prison in
hopes of being accepted by the public that hates him due to his destructive antics. In fact
Nancy Gray lends herself to the film in a hilarious rant against Hancock. While in jail we
see Hancock develop into a better person through a mix of serious and comedic scenes.
As a viewer the movie up until he leaves prison will probably be your favorite part. After
the public realizes that Hancock is the key to keeping crime rates low the police chief
calls for Hancock to be released to assist with a bank job. After stopping the robbery in a
great laugh out loud way we realize that Hancock is destined to be a superhero. After
that the movie takes a huge twist but I’m going to let you find out what that twist is.
What I thought
Hancock is like most Will Smith movies, especially Bad Boys II, they are alike because
they both start as funny actions with a slight hint that it is about to get serious. Like
dancing with a girl you were pressured into asking. Then once you think it is all better
the movie takes a twist you don’t see coming(like Sid being kidnapped in BB2). The
critics didn’t like the twist but most normal people who don’t analyze the story will find
the twist quite awesome. Just to give you a hint the twist involves shifting from lighthearted to a drama. Over all I liked the movie. In fact I think most of what made the
movie was the cast. Will Smith is the misunderstood, confused guy with an “I don’t care
attitude” who eventually realizes his calling as a hero. I honestly believe that no one but
Smith could’ve pulled this off well. Next we have Jason Bateman who does a great job
as Hancock’s true believer who is able to turn the down & out into a hero. Finally we
have Charlize Theron who is the hott wife of Ray and for some reason tries to drive
Hancock away and is the source of the twist(wink). This movie is an all around fun one
armed to the teeth with an arsenal of jokes and action scenes that would keep Evel
Knievel watching in silence.
Bottom line
Take a date.

